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Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $200.00

Sales price without tax $200.00
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Carving Gallery: American Woodcock
 

 

The American Woodcock is rarely seen during the day as its plumage matches
the forest floor and fields where it roosts. This is a highly detailed sculpture,
exquisitely carved and painted, and  mounted on a grassy base. It is a specialty
carving and only one is currently available.

All of our life-sized birds are carved from bass wood, hand-feathered to show
detail and painted with acrylic paint. The eyes are glass, feet are metal and base
is wood. The woodcock measures 7.75 inches high, 10.5 inches from beak to tail
and the bird itself is 3.5 inches wide.

Your satisfaction is guaranteed!

SOLD OUT! IF YOU WISH TO BE NOTIFIED WHEN THE WOODCOCK IS
AVAILABLE PLEASE EMAIL US AT This email address is being protected
from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it. document.getEleme
ntById('cloak5d31edc8ecbdd901f279727bad23cfec').innerHTML = ''; var
prefix = 'ma' + 'il' + 'to'; var path = 'hr' + 'ef' + '='; var
addy5d31edc8ecbdd901f279727bad23cfec = 'INFO' + '@';
addy5d31edc8ecbdd901f279727bad23cfec =
addy5d31edc8ecbdd901f279727bad23cfec + 'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' +
'COM'; var addy_text5d31edc8ecbdd901f279727bad23cfec = 'INFO' + '@' +
'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' + 'COM';document.getElementById('cloak5d31ed
c8ecbdd901f279727bad23cfec').innerHTML +=
''+addy_text5d31edc8ecbdd901f279727bad23cfec+''; .

This email address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it.
document.getElementById('cloak96d286270554bf83d5047fa4b967068f').innerHTML = ''; var prefix = 'ma' + 'il' + 'to'; var path = 'hr' + 'ef' + '='; var
addy96d286270554bf83d5047fa4b967068f = 'INFO' + '@'; addy96d286270554bf83d5047fa4b967068f =
addy96d286270554bf83d5047fa4b967068f + 'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' + 'COM'; var addy_text96d286270554bf83d5047fa4b967068f =
'INFO' + '@' + 'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' + 'COM';document.getElementById('cloak96d286270554bf83d5047fa4b967068f').innerHTML +=
''+addy_text96d286270554bf83d5047fa4b967068f+''; .

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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